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Band: Riwen (N) 

Genre: Hardcore 

Label: Indie Recordings 

Albumtitle: The Cold 

Duration: 33:16 

Releasedate: 28.08.2015 

 

Yes, here the rude gorge smashes one's face in! 

Riwen beats us round the head with songs which have a certain attitude of pure Punk. Indeed, they signal that they 

take no prisoners. 

 

Reason for the Punk attitude is, that the songs remind one quite easily of the last turns of "The Exploited". The guys 

present us precisely with this intransigency a mix of Hardcore and Punk.  

 

The most eruptions move just above/under 2 minutes. Even if the combo bursts out of this pattern and scratches the 

3-5 minutes at 3 songs, it doesn't get boring. They only show us that Riwen can also be different. Not only does have 

"slap-bang" but also being reserved and almost atmospheric.  

 

Apart from that the total blackjack commands with typical break downs and highspeed riffs. Here is nothing nice but 

rather purely hardcore and that a little more mangy and darker.  

 

Riwen are not the most innovative of the genre but they have that certain flair of punk in their very oldschool 

arrangements.  

 

The guitars scrub in an aggressive way and also the shouts rebel against everything and everyone. The result is a 

good mixture of Hardcore riffs and punk attitude that is a joy of experience.  

 

Conlusion: 

Oldschool as fuck...listen in! 

 

Rating 7,5/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/riwenhc 

 

Line-Up: 

 

Fredrik Lindkvist - Vocals 

Johannes Persson - Guitar 

Christoffer Röstlund Jonsson - Bass 

Christian Augustin - Drums  

Marita Jonsson Mätlik - Guitar  
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Tracklist:  

 

01. Crucifix  

02. The Blackest Blood  

03. Orcus  

04. Strife And hate  

05. Daymares  

06. Hades Trail  

07. Stalking A Wounded Wolf  

08. The Curlew  

09. Rise Up  

10. I See War  

11. Voices Of Revolt  

12. Döden källa  

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Dine 


